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MICROCOSM PUBLISHING
House easily passes birth control bill

Women’s health | Oregon advocates lobbied for 14 years to have contraceptive pills paid for by drug plans

BY MICHELLE COLE
THE OREGONIAN

SALEM — Thousands of Oregon women who pay for their birth control pills out of pocket could get their health insurance to help cover the cost, after a bill that passed the House on Monday.

Rents soar. Creatives edged out. Who will keep Portland weird?

Eugene incidents drive lesson home

Roosevelt | Some students over the state tournament marked the first time they’d been targets of racist slurs

---
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What do you need to distribute books?
A staffed warehouse
(could be your bedroom
/ a subcontracted facility / a trade distributor)
Fulfillment/warehouse integration system
Send an ONIX Feed

Send data about your books to all booksellers
Marketing Presence at Trade Shows
Telesales and Field Sales Force
Edelweiss Catalogs and Listings

Burning Rage of a Dying Planet: The FBI vs. the Earth Liberation Front
Craig Rosebraugh, Tamsin Omond (Foreword by)

FRONLIST | July 9, 2024
9781648412073, 1648412076
Trade Paperback
$19.95 USD, $25.99 CAD, £18.99 GBP
Social Science / Activism & Social Justice

DRC Added 63 Days Ago

Summary
A harrowing, captivating firsthand history of the rise of the radical environmental movement the Earth Liberation Front (ELF). Since 1997, the ELF has inflicted over $100 million in damages on entities they believe to be causing environmental destruction, mostly through brazen arson attacks on timber companies, ski resorts, and car dealerships.

Former ELF spokesperson Craig Rosebraugh charts the history and ideology of the ELF and explores its tactics, successes, and limitations. Rosebraugh examines the question of whether or not violence is justifiable, along with the short- and long-term political benefits and drawbacks of using violence. He also offers a primer on the tactics of state repression and strategies the US government uses to destroy activist movements.

Whatever your view of direct action or violence, Burning Rage of a Dying Planet is an illuminating read for anyone seeking to understand radical environmental movements and the government's response to them.

This revised and updated edition has a foreword by Extinction Rebellion co-founder Tamsin Omond.
Accounts with Wholesalers

Like Ingram, Baker + Taylor, Bookazine, New Leaf, etc
Meaningful Ways to Market Your Books to Readers
Methods to Get Paid for Invoices
What do you need to distribute your books to stores?

Distribution remains one of the biggest mysteries and pain points for most publishers. WorkingLit, a cooperatively owned business management platform, helps publishers solve some of their biggest distribution hurdles by providing an intuitive end-to-end title management, inventory and accounting solution that handles functions from transmitting metadata, to receiving orders, to paying invoices and producing royalty statements. Let's take a look at what it takes to solve your own distribution:

- A staffed warehouse (could be your bedroom/a subcontracted facility/a trade distributor)
- Fulfillment/warehouse integration software (like WorkingLit.com)
- Send data about your books to all booksellers (ONIX feed) (like WorkingLit.com)
- Marketing presence at the regional shows for your books ($200-800 per show)
- Telesales and field reps (you can hire freelance groups; they keep 15% of each invoice)
- Edelweiss catalogs/listings ($250/month)
- Accounts with wholesalers like Ingram, Baker & Taylor, library jobbers, Bookazine, Amazon (check out the book *A People’s Guide to Publishing*)
- Meaningful ways to market your books to your ultimate reader, so they go to the stores and buy your books!
- Methods to get paid for invoices as bills come due (like WorkingLit.com)
How could a Distribution Co-op Work?
1. Identify Ideologically and Thematically Compatible Publishers That You Trust
2. Own the Means of Production Together, Learn, and Pivot
2. Divide the Work Based on Strengths, Resources, Privileges, and Motivations
4. Victory
**SCARCITY THINKING**
“There will never be enough”
- Competes
- Hoards
- Won’t share information
- Doesn’t offer help and information
- Resents competition
- Afraid of being replaced
- Believes times are tough
- Believes the pie is disappearing
- Thinks small
- Avoids risk
- Fears change
- Suspicious of others

**ABUNDANCE THINKING**
“There will always be more”
- Collaborates
- Generous
- Freely offers help and information
- Trusts and builds rapport
- Embraces competition
- Strives to grow
- Sees that the pie is growing
- Thinks big
- Embraces risk
- Takes ownership of change

**HOW TO THRIVE**
- Read every day
- Respect/Compliment
- Embrace change
- Forgive
- Talk about ideas
- Learn daily
- Accept responsibility
- Sense of gratitude
- Have a long-term plan towards real goals
- Learn from people with different experiences
- Embrace meaning and purpose!

**HOW TO STARVE**
- Compare self to others on Facebook every day
- Punch down/Criticize
- Fear change
- Hold a grudge
- Talk about people
- Know it all
- Blame others for failures
- Sense of entitlement
- Never set goals
- Dictate others’ experiences
- Internalize criticism